When the Fifth Golden Girl Was a Man Named Coco - The Atlantic

An Emmy Award winner for Outstanding Comedy Series in its very first year, THE GOLDEN GIRLS has become a landmark in television history and an all-time classic. The Golden Girls TV Series 1985–1992 - IMDb

This week, we celebrate the most important pop culture milestone since Clueless turned 20 in July: the 30th anniversary of The Golden Girls, Golden Girls! Kate Hudson and Goldie Hawn keep it casual at LAX. 14 Sep 2015. Its been 30 years since The Golden Girls first aired on Sept. 14, 1985. The show seemed like a gamble, banking on a group of female retirees. A Bioethicist Explains All the Important Lessons We Can Learn from - The Atlantic


The Golden Girls LEGO set of your dreams could become a reality. A meticulously created set honoring The Golden Girls, which premiered 30 years ago to widespread acclaim, is that one of LEGO Ideas - Lego Golden Girls

The Golden Girls is a classic 1980s TV sitcom starring Betty White Rose Nylund, Bea Arthur Dorothy Petrillo Zbornak, Rue McClanahan Blanche Devereaux, and Estelle Getty Sophia Petrillo - The Atlantic

Thank you for being a friend. 14 Sep 2015. Who didn't love The Golden Girls? They were the original fab foursome. A group of elderly ladies, still in the prime of their life, living together. The Golden Girls - Facebook

The Golden Girls made its debut exactly 30 years ago, but the series still remains fresh for generations of new viewers thanks to great writing. 14 Sep 2015. 30 Things You Never Knew About 'The Golden Girls' - Mental Floss

The Golden Girls LEGO set of your dreams could become a reality. A meticulously created set honoring The Golden Girls, which premiered 30 years ago to widespread acclaim, is that one of LEGO Ideas - Lego Golden Girls